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Task-Based Interface
Built to work the way you do,
the easy-to-use, task-based
interface helps you work
more efficiently. Access tools
through three core functions:
Draft, Research, and Stay
Current.
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DealMaker
Pinpoint relevant language,
example documents and
clauses from completed
transactions in a database
of over 800,000 documents.
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Draft Analyzer
Streamline your drafting.
This innovative tool quickly
compares your agreement
language to market-based
standards. Determine
whether your language
meets market standards,
and easily find precedent
agreements and clauses.
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In Practice: Corporate
Transactions
Find solutions easily with
a repository of key forms,
drafting guidelines, sample
documents and clauses,
checklists and timelines.
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EDGAR
Quickly search the database
of SEC filings, agreements,
and exhibits with an array of
smart filters.
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Deal Analytics
Use detailed filters to specify
relevant deal points, while
searching our proprietary
database of deal summaries
with nearly 500,000 public
and private M&A
transactions.
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Complimentary Training & Product Support
800.372.1033, opt 5 // Mon – Fri, 8:30 am – 7:00 pm // training@bna.com
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Expert Analysis
Bloomberg BNA’s in-depth
Portfolios and treatises
from leading publishers
provide comprehensive
legal analysis and
practical guidance on
a range of corporate
and securities law and
regulation topics.
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Laws & Regulations
A comprehensive collection
of annotated federal statutes,
regulations, and agency
documents.
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Agency Guidance
Run a single search across
all SEC guidance, easily
apply a variety of filters to
SEC comment letter threads
and no-action letters, or
review comprehensive
regulatory materials.
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Industry-Leading News
Get the most comprehensive,
timely, and well-respected
coverage of changes in
securities, corporate, and
M&A law with: Securities
Law Daily™, Mergers &
Acquisitions Law Report™,
Broker-Dealer Compliance
Report™, World Securities
Law Report™, and Corporate
Law and Accountability
Report™.
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BNA Insights
In-depth articles offering
analysis and guidance on
key topics and trends from
leading practitioners.

DRAFT ANALYZER
Quickly find the right language for your agreement drafts.
Know where your language meets or varies from market
standards. Feel confident that your agreement will include
the language and terms that best meet your client’s needs.
DEAL ANALYTICS
Close the deal that serves your client. Powered by
Bloomberg LP data, search our proprietary database of
standalone deal terms with nearly 500,000 public and
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private M&A transactions. Use detailed filters to specify
relevant deal points including: deal size, industry, advisors,
advisory fees, and termination fees.
SEARCHABLE PRECEDENTS
Search SEC filings and SEC exhibits using EDGAR
and DealMaker. Quickly locate documents you can use
as precedents for your own agreements and documents,
as well as review the details of transactions similar to
yours for planning and negotiating purposes, using
these related databases.

To learn more about Bloomberg BNA Legal & Business, contact your Bloomberg BNA
Representative at 888.560.2529 or visit bna.com/bloomberg-law-corporate-transactions
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